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V.P. -Fahlund to broaden a·lumni 
• I 
by Dave BIQwers pose of promoting the pursuit 
There is no doubt, as one of business knowledge wi.thin a 
Lawrence · Pro(essor Emeritus liberal arts environment. His 
put it, that "the alumni are the major responsibilities were to 
lifeline of the university." And establish •contacts in the 
if the recent changes in the·Of- business community, and to 
fice of Development and Exter- raise money from i;orporations 
nal Affairs are .any jndication of and foundations. 
the prevailing mood; the _ad- · Lawrence: one of the best 
ministration is certainly in ac- Sitt4tg-in his office within the 
\:ordance. venerable Landis-Peabody 
Effective as of September. 1, Center, · the articulate and ., 
1981, Mr. -Gregory Fahluncfhas dynamic Fahlund talked of his 
been named to replace Davol -goals for the office, and what 
Meeder ai:, Vice-President for changes can be expected. He, 
Development and External Af- • would like to set a tone which 
/' fairs. Mr. Fahlund, a 1965 Dart- emphasizes the quality of . the 
mouth - graduate: comes to institution. Mr . . Fahlund sees 
Lawrence with a distinct feeling Lawrence as "one of a h'a.ndful 
for liberal arts colleges, and of small colleges that ·can 
what .vice president for reasonably claim to be one of 
Business Affairs Mar Wrols~d the best." 
we measure ourselves." · 
• -
1 Immediate plans 
In order to cultivate these 
new ideas, the office ,will 
undergo some structural 
changes which will help · send 
clear messages to our widening 
circle of alumni. The Vice Presi-
dent of Development is now 
responsible for overseeing 
alumni relations, public rela-
tions and overall coordination 
of external operations. Hopeful-
ly, in the new structures these 
offices wiU complement one 
another creating as har- ' 
monious a blend of division of 
labor as that .emb·odied ·in 
Plato's -Republic. 
Immediate plans for the of-
ffoe will be to begin preparation 
jor a major capital funds drive 
"Mr Fahlund sees Lawrence as "One of a hand'ful of 
small colleges that can reasonably claim. to be one of the 
best" · 
. starting within the next two 
yehrs. The goal will be to im-
pr;ove the endowment and to 
relieve the pressure of tuition 
termed as "a real breadth of ex- He supported this claim . dollars. Mr. Fahlund strongly 
perience." ·Qting such factors as position believe·s that Lawrence 
Fahlund lias bMn involved in against the future, physical deserves better corporate sup-
many different aspects - of plant, a good endowment, and a port, and thus, this section will 
. university affairs. He ·spent ten faculty of productive scholars. . be . hard hit in the upcoming 
years at Vassar College wher_e Furthermore, he would like to fund drive. The endowment was 
he · taught political science for improve regular annual support gre·atiy effected by ·the reces-
- seven years, doubled as Dean of money. Mr. Fahlund interprets sion of 1973-14 and has remain-
the Freshmen for one year, and the Lawrence experience as _an ed fairly stable since then. 
then was named Assistant to ongoing process, whereby the . There are ~any ~ho would like 
the President for three years. university and alumni each to see it return to its state of 
From 1976-1980 Mr. -Pahlund have- a continued and mutual · growth. 
was Dean of Students at Beloit. responsibility .toward one . Starting here and now 
In 1980 he became executive .another. He feels allegianc~ to Greg Fahlund starts his 
director of the unique Institute alma mater should be natural, tenure here at Lawrence facing 
at Beloit, set up by the Janes- as it " Is 'a touchstone;-one of_ many challenges. Over the past 
,ville Corporation for the pur-- . the few things in life by which years Lawrence has not ranked 
particularly wel,l. against other 
colleges in terms of alumni sup-
' port. As of- the, latest · ACM 
figures ' avaiiable (1970-80), 
- Lawrence ranked seventh 
among the twelve Associated 
Colleges of the Midwest. 
However, ' last year the percen-
tage of alumni support rose 
-efght p-ercent to a record high.of 
32_.6 percent. This represented 
rriore money .and . more people 
than ever ' before. For this 
reason, Fahlund is optimistic. - -
Fahlund sees no limits on . 
potential · con tri bu tors. 
"Nowhere is it written in 
stone," he said "that Lawrence 
can only soli_cit one third of 
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their alumnis ' support. If Dart-
mouth, Williams and Carlton 
can get 65% so can we. " 
In order to do so, according to 
Fahlund, "We will need to em-
pha!l'ize .alumni support for a 
long, long time, and we must 
start with students here and 
· now. Lawrence is not a charity 
case, " he continued, "But it is 
something worth giving to." 
The new Vice President end-
ed the interview and summed 
up his philosophy by quoting 
Mr. Terry Sanford, president of 
Duke University - "It is not 
enough to keep the ship afloat, 
you have to-- take it 
somewhere." 
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·R·eganomics cut deepJy 
into student loan program . 
by Chris j.\f atheus 
For many· years the federal 
government has provided col-
lege student.s in need of finan-
cial assistance with the 
Guarahtl*}d ·student Loan pro-
. gram. Through this program, 
qualified students may obtain 
· up to $2,500 per year in student 
loans from a banking institu-
tion. The interest on the loan is 
payed by the go'vernment until 
six months after the student's 
graduation, after which time 
the student must pay a 
moderate interest rate during 
the repayment period. Prior to 
the initiation of Reagan ' s 
economic policies these loans 
were available.. to all students. 
Under the present administra-
tion, however, the importance 
of education falls far below that 
of national defense, and the 
- availability oLguaranteed stu-
de~t . loans has been greatly 
reduced. 
Director Delle · . 
Complete details of the revis-
ed loan program have yet to be 
received. by the financial aid of-
fice. From the information 
released by the federal govem-
t · it is evident that under 
. G.S.L, progr/llll 
students possessing a combin-
ed~family income in excess o{ 
$-30,000 will be required to 
undergo . a need ·analysis to 
determine acceptance into th'e 
loan program. At Lawrence, 
when tuition rates are con-
siderably higher than at state 
schools, .this requirement will 
not greatly diminish tli.e 
number of qualified students. 
A Lawrence student from a 
family of six will qualify for a 
$2,500 loan as long as the. stu-
dent 's combined family inc_ome 
is less thai'-i $50,374 (this figure · 
rises to $80,624 with two family _ 
.members 'in college). According' 
to Joy Delie, assistant director 
of financial ·aid, this revision 
will go unnoticed by the majori· 
ty of the §tudents on financial 
aid. What will be felt by the 
students, •however·,· is the im-
plementation of a one-time 
origination fee of 5 percent 
taken off at the top of the loan 
'value before the applicant · ever 
receives the loan money. This 
_fee is in addition to the 1 per-
cent service fee charged by 
most lending institutions and is 
. intended to help cover the ex-
pense to the government of pay-
ing the interest while the stu-
dent is in school. 
The interest rate, which the 
student must begin paying six 
months ,after graduation, has 
also been increased from seven 
to nine percent. The exception 
to this new rule is the student 
who was accepted into the 
G.S.L. program , while the in-
terest rate wa·s at sEtven per- · 
cent. These students, the last of 
which are from the class of '83, 
will remain at the seven percent 
rate as long as they con~imte on 
,t~e pni'gr,;t~;" 
,· 
Professors' salaries down 
_by Sebastian Flyte _ Lawrentian, President Warch st.ated that in at least one in-
stance, Lawrence was not able 
to compete effectively in the 
hiring of a new faculty member. 
Mr. Warch called thi s an 
"aty pical instance, though one 
which point~ out the need for 
concern and effort in this area. " 
·Over the past ten years, the responded to the issues , raised 
real income of Lawrenee faculty...'_ in the Analytic Studies Com-
and staff declined 15.5% accor-
ding to the annual Analyti~ 
S.tudies Committee Report. 
released · June 1, 1981. 'The 
de!!line reflects a national trend 
throughout the academic pro-
fessions, a trend _which may af-
fect ' Lawrence's competitive 
position in · the hiring of new 
faculty and staff. 
The committee's report ci ted 
figures· on faculty salaries c·om-
piled by the journal Academe in 
September 1980. In that year, 
salary increases · at Lawrence 
averaged 8%, which, according 
to the committee, succeeded in 
" improving our 'position only 
marginally. " Academe al so 
rates the individual ranks of 
faculty members; at La~rence, 
Full and Associate Professors 
are rated 1, while assistant Pro-
fessors have a 2 · ra'ting, " in-
dicating they are below the 
80th pe_rcentile _ among com· 
parable institutions." The com· 
mittee concluded, " If this pro-
blem persists, the quality of our 
ins titution will be severely af· 
fected." 
Overall, however, Lawrence 
received a * i · rating for 
average salaries, .placing the 
school in the 95th percentile, 
and a 1 rating for average com-
pensation. So "though at the mo-
ment Lawrence is in no danger 
of losing faculty, and seems 
to have succeeded in the 
recruitment of nJ w faculty, the 
national trend from which 
Lawrence is not immune may 
pose a serious'threat in the n~xt 
decade, a decade which will see 
a declining . \pool of · potential 
facµlty. · 
In an 4tt~rview with The 
mittee Report, and spoke of the 
University 's efforts to confront 
a problem which potentially 
threatens its future. 
"Tl:ie question to be asked is 
whether or not your salary scale 
is competitive. In the past 
couple of years, we've had eight 
jobs to fill, ap.d have been able 
to hire our first choice among 
·an the candidates: for each of 
the eight positions." 
" Lawrence still ranks very 
highly na tionally and within 
the consortium, " Mr. Warch 
continued. " But there is no 
doubt that we- mus t work 
towards improving this situa-
tion. Without a good facul ty we 
might as well close_ up shop." The committee's report also 
Hon1econ1ing 
-19s1 
A Weekend of E-vents 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9 
· 4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
9:30 p m 
Homecoming Happy Hour-Viking Room 
Entertainment : Dan Bern- Coffeehou se 
SA TUR DAY, OCTOBER 10 
10:00 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
11 :30 a.m .-1 :00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m 
Postgame 
8:00 pm .· 
10:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. 
.... 
Dorm Decoration Jucjging 
Women 's poccer vs . Beloit , 
Whiting Field , 
Picnic -Circle Drive . Alexander Gym 
Football vs . Beloit-Banta Bowl 
5th Quarter Entertainment : Ragtime 
Review . Bob Levy-Viking Room 
Special Events Concert: Steve Goodman 
and Sweet Davey J 's Body Talk-
. Memorial Chapel 
Basie Big Band Dance-Colman Hall , 
dining room 
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' 
. Anwar el-Sadat . 
.l .918-l9.81' . , ~' 
, . 
It is with remorse and a. certain amount of morbid fascination that 
Jriany ~~er.icans stared disbelievingly at their, te}evision 13 Tue.!1a~ 
afternoon. entr.apped by ·the strange all4re of an, eri~ . . al rtealistic 
i;equ~nce; of events':, an,oth~r world 'leader ' slain. For an l\merican well-
·aecli.stomed to the bizzare and senseless ·sJayings of ,'his or' lie!' heroes, 
President Anwar. el-Sadat's .death was to us a' global extension -of a na· 
tional disease. We make martyrs of our. heroes, we cut them clown in tb:eir 
prime. we r-0ma_ntici.z!! their deaths becaUS!l, we want to e!l,ll;J!llm · di.ell' 
H ieeds~ · , · , * , >FP. , · ;"'·, , · . 
, • President Sadat.' s a~sassi1]ati9n was not trcagic. A tragedy is articicial. . 
To the Editors: 
The picture accompanying 
the ERA article in last week's 
paper was well placed - ri~ht 
next to an editorial which 
stated that " The forum is free 
only insofar as it deals with t~e 
newsworthy." If the staff m· 
sists on pretentiously deman-
ding ,"newsworthy" letters and 
articles from its readers, we 
strongly suggest they take a 
good hard look at (hem~elves 
and carefully re-evaluate their 
own notions of respectable jour· 
nalism and how these notions 
appiy to a worthwhile infor-
mative paper. 
The picture accompanying 
the article had absolutely 
nothing to do with the ERA 
march itself. It was tal<en at 
Homecoming three years ago. 
The caption displayed a coy and 
sarcastic attitude whose only 
-value lies in providing discus-
sion material for happy hour. It 
brought back memories of some 
of last year's papers - full of 
inside jokes and written for a 
small group of friends - con-
tributing nothing to the value 
of the paper as a benefit to the 
entire Lawrence community. 
We should expect more jour-
nalistic responsibility from the 
staff, and get it. 
Sincerely, 
AMYE.PAGEL 
PAUL BERGEN 
To the Editors: 
There are many important 
factors which lead to a suc-
cessful season for an athletic 
team-the most important of 
which, most would argue, is 
winning. The Lawrence football 
team has been a winner this 
year and the futu~e . ~ppears 
rosy, with the possibilit.y of a 
play-off berth looming m t~e 
distance . In last week s 
Lawrentian, it was suggested 
that the Vikings leave their 
starters in the game - even 
after the game is obviously in 
hand - in order to "decimate" 
the opponents and thus 
guarantee the teaqi a spot in 
the play-offs . . This interesting 
notion·, however, overlooks 
many of the elements which 
lead to success. 
It seems ridiculous to leave 
the best players in a game for 
the purpose of running up the 
score because the players would 
be susceptible to injuries. In-
juries are most likely to ~ccur 
when the players. are tired and 
certain key iµjuries could 
·hamper future performances of 
the team. 
Team morale must also be 
considered. Division III 
athletics stresses participation. 
Players are not on scholarship 
and their membership on the 
team represents considerable . 
personal sacrifice. A majority 
of the second-string players are 
quality athletes and d 
practice they push the s , 
-to give their best. The starter, 
would be in trouble if they did 
not have good players to prac> 
tice against. Denying these 
players a chance to participat.e 
in a .game when the opportunity 
avails itself woul,d, undoubted-
ly, lower these players' morale, 
thereby .lowering the entire 
• team'~ morale. . ' _ 
The final , and most impor-
tant point that must be con-
sidered is "class." Lawrence is 
~ class institution in nearly 
every aspect and there is no 
reason that this reputation 
should be tarnished un-
necessarily by- the football 
team. Running up the score on 
a hapless opponent is embar-
rassing to the players of the op-
posing team . It . m_akes 
Lawrenc~ l6ok bad and pro-
motes poor sportsmanship. 
, Lawrence is recognized as a 
football power this year, as they ' 
are ranked eighth nationally. 
There is no poubt that _ the 
seniors deserve a chance at .the 
playoffs and their chances of 
gaining a .birtn can be improved -
through the use of quality 
reserves. Most importantly, the 
Vikings can make the play-offs 
without losing ·a most impor· 
tant element-class. ' > 
Sincerely, 
John Huber 
fabricate<!, a man-made dramatic enterpi:ise: Mt. Sadat's .defth i~ real; 
. much too-real, and so we may call it a calamity, even a patheti<; failufe of 
· the human spirit. The. social reverberations · of .his demise' will be felt 
, throughout the _,Mideast and •the entjre :\¥'Odd _within _t;he coming ~Oaths,. 
and only the inexorable march of time wiUreveal how sorely we will.miss 1 
Fellowship posts epistl_e 
his candid-Ie'aqership. · .. ··• ·_ .. '' <'. . · , ',, To tl;ie Editor;, 
What Sadat has done for. peace in the Middle East is merely what A hew )lear begins, and with 
other peoples. other nations areca)>able of doing for themselves. And w,hat it the classes and activities of 
marked him as an extraordinary man was his intellectual receptivity, his Lawrence University. Please 
ability to empathize when others could not .. In his memoirs, "In Search of take a moment and allow us to 
Identity. " he explained his attitudinal flexibility: ·\ .. he who cannot·change , explain one of those groups. 
the very fabric of his though~ will nev_er be.able to change reality and will We are the coordinators of 
never, therefore. make any progress." This is the same man who, in 1970, Lawrence Christian Fellowship 
vowed he would never commence diplomatic rela tions with Israel. (LCF), an interdenominational 
That a man of such stature could justify an ideological'U-turn and group which is designed for and 
direct ~is resources at a goal, he once shunned is certainly laudable. In the • led by sl udents at Lawrence. 
precarious game of party politics. about-faces are usually the precursers to We believe that Jesus Christ is 
political suicide. yet Sadat 's appeal seemed to grow larger with his increas- God Incarnate, anc! we attempt 
ing role in Mideast peace negotiations. We adm_ir.ed him for his hqman- to worship him, learn more 
ness. his humility, his openness in ,dealing with the Israelis when for- · about him, and tell others about 
midable groups at home screamed for his expulsion. It w~s just one month him. 
ago t0day when he issued his intriguing statement to foreign journalists. We ar~ not a church; we urge 
"I t is democracy I am really suffering from as much as I am suffering from members to attend churches of 
the opposition ... Anwar el-Sadat. daring to do what his predecessors would their ·choice . We are an 
not do, alienated himself from, as one political scientist -termed it, "the· autonomous part of a national 
burdened soil fro m which he came." organization (Inter-Vars ity 
Although hi s death was caused by "legitimate" opposition forces Christian Fellowship) and 
rather than the all-too-familiar dementep American assassin, Sadat 's loss through it part of an interna-
hits us in" the spirit, in the 'heart of the soul from where our passions tional student movement active 
e~ anate. and we mourn him because·he was able, at least temporarily, to in over 70 countries. While we 
nse above the I?rejudices which stifle so many olher leaders. What sad- receive assistance from our 
dens us is that Sadat, wi th all his compassion and wealth of understan- faculty advisor · (Mr. Bozeman) 
_ d_ing, was himsel_f a victim of an attempt to stifle,. to shut down his oppos." and from an Inter-Varsity staff 
ti_on. In the end '1t was per~~ps part ly internal prejudice~ which prompted worker, · LCF is entirely 
him to slam the door on m1htant Moslems and coptic Christians. If we can stui:lent-led . . Therefore, our 
forgive him this foible w·e.. are only being fair i~ our evaluation of a 
respected leader. Sadat the national symbol has entered, endured, and now 
passed through o~r lives. So has Sadat the man . It is app'ropria te that we 
leadership ·changes every 
year-if ym,1 don't like our style 
one year, try us again the next, 
or-better still talk to us about it. 
We're still.learning and are glad 
to have suggestions. 
LCF has a weekly "large 
group " meeting in Riverview 
Lounge on Wednesdays at 9:00 
-p.m. W·e sing, pray, and listen 
to_ teaching from the ·. Bi~e, 
given by faculty, students, 
church pas.tors, or outside 
speakers (suggestion s 
welcome). 
In addition, we have small 
(si~ to n(ne students) groups 
which meet separately each 
week, studying the Bible in a 
discussion format. Anyone is 
welcome . to attend either the 
large group or the small group 
or both. 
LCF_ tries to broaden its 
horizon by, among other things, 
sponsoring a child in Brazil, col-
lecting special offerings for 
relief organizations (such as 
World Vision), etc. In addition, 
we try to liven up life on cam-
pus with parties (iriclucfing our 
annual all-campus Christmas 
-party), a trivia team · (up· 
perclassmen will remember 
Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego), films, special 
speakers, retreats and con· 
ferences (at Bjorklunden and 
elsewhere), and whatever else • 
YOU sug_ge~t. 
Membership is completely 
open; while the coordinators 
have pledged a commitment to 
the basics of the Christian 
faith, you.. need not do so. (you 
need not ev.en be a Christian) to . 
come. Whether you want to sit 
and-watch or you want to help 
in one of the myriad jobs of the 
group_, you are equally welcome. 
Questions/comments/sugges· 
tions? Contact one of the coor-
dinators: 
Scott Anderson, 324 Plantz 
Ben Ledo, 409 Colman 
Warren Pierson, 302 Trever 
Susan Russell, 4i6 Sage 
Tom Schmitz, (Munich first 
term) · 
Kelvin Smith, 222 Ormsby 
appla~d the_both of them for bejng 'one and the same person. · 
' Fulbright decldline·nears 
~ditors-i?·Chief . ..... . .. . . ... . .. .. Rick Mose~ and Andy Hazucha 
F:;:!~1~;it~~ ·' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Terry Mor.an 
Sports Editor . . . ·.·. ·.·.·.·. ·.· ··· · ·' '·· · · · · · ···· ····· ·· ·· ·,Dave Weber 
Generic Editor . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · rom Sk111ner 
Consiglieri : . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Dave Lawson 
Layout Director .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -~· · · · ~e ff Wisser 
Ph t Ed"t · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· Patrick Smi tley 0
_ 
0 1 ors · ·· · ·· · · - -- · . . . . -. . .. Beetle Abraham Tom Sk" Busmess Managers , L F "b ' mner 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ynn re, urg, Nancy Prussing, 
Editorial Assistance ·A 1, Ca thy Torresani Re ort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . my eschner. Leland J . Ester 
P ers · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kent Allen J Ah d J Dave Arnosti, Fred B~~t~l- · Dave Bl • oe G ma , oel Aines, 
Bogue, Todd Benson Jim Ch owers, ene Boyle, Scott 
Leslie Kennedy, Ann Kohl , Ro:i~ Ma;t~a Gira~d. ~ohn Huber, 
Kathy Dempsey Mar E" PP, e Frant,, Diane Droster 
Dave Trimble B~b W~at~:~: ~brft~./"aul Smith, Stacy Schmeidel: 
Layout Assis~an ce ' e isser._ 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Lmda Hill, Chris Mitchell 
<_:irculation Director Emerit Paul Schweikert, Chuck Wood 
us · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ·. Jules Thome 
The 1982-83 com.petition for 
grants for gradua'te study 
abroad offered under the 
Ful~right Program and by 
f?r_eign governments, univer-
sities and private donors will 
close on October 31, 1981. Only 
a few more weeks remain in 
which qualified graduate 
students may apply for one of 
the_ approximately 500 awards 
w~uch are available to 50 coun-
tries. 
M~st of the grants offered 
P_rovide . r~mnd-trip transporta-
tion, tuition 'ftnd maintenance 
for ~ne . academic year; a few 
provide mtern.~tional travel" on-
ly or a ·stipend intended as a 
partial grant-in-aid. 
. ~pplicants must be U.S. tists are not required to have a 
· c!tizens at the time of applica- bachelor's degree, but they 
twn, and must generally hold a ll?ust have four years of profes-
b a c_h el or's degree or its s10nal study or equivalent ex· 
equivalent before the beginning perience. Social wo-rk ap• 
date of the grant and, in most plicants must have at least tWO 
cases, should be proficient in years of professional experien~ 
the language of the host coun- after the Master of Social W 
try· Except for .certain specific degree; candidates in mediciJJ 
awards, candidates m~y not , must have an M.D: at the tun 
ho~d th.e Ph.D. at the time of ap- of application. 
phca tion . C:3-.n~i~a tes for Application forms and 
l 982-83 are mehgible for a ther · information for stude 
grant to_a country if they-have currently· enrolled in LawreDi 
been domg graduat k u · . . d . e wor or mversity college (or uruv 
con uctmg ~ese~ch il) that ty) may be obtained froJA:j 
cou~try for six months or more ' Fulbright Program Ad • f :t8~ the _ academic year Lauter, who is located in c t: son House, The dea 
- rea 1ve and performing ar- ing applications ~ 
is October 16, 
• I I$ 
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. . 
The struCture of academic resolutions 
by John Huber education Lawrence offers' (and) 
This year, the statement "My a factor contributing to the 
mother is a fish" has significan,t absence of a sense of communi-
meaning to nearly every stu- ty among the students at 
dent on campus.: For the first Lawrence." On the recommen-
time in almost a decade, each dation of the Task Force, 
' class at Lawrence has ex- Richard Warch, then Dean of 
perien~ed Freshman Studies-a University, moved to reinstate 
hallmark of this sch(?Ol which the program. In the spring of 
exemplifies the tradition of 1978 the faculty voted, over-
liberal learning. Freshman whelmingly, to reinsta'te the 
'Studies was instituted in .1945 program, and a majority of 
by Nathan Pusey. The course teachers expressed interest in 
has changed very little since its teaching the course .. 'J'he 
inception, tliough in the beginn- Freshman Stuaies program was 
ing it was a year-long class. In resumed in the fall of 1978. 
the early 1970's, however, the Now, as students attempt to 
program was dropped. Pro· read Thomas Kuhn's The Struc-
fessors expressed discomfort in ture of Scientific Revolutions, 
teaching material in which they the thought perh~ps crosses 
did not specia~e, Topics of In- their minds that there may be a 
quiry, · ·the forerunner of better way to "create a sense of 
Freshman Seminars, replaced community" among their peers. 
the originitl~ Freshmap Studies Students may also wonder how 
program. such difficult ideas as those 
In 1976-1977, a Long-Range presented 'in a.work like Plato's 
Planning Task Force was form· Republic can be understoo? in a · 
ed to study a variety of topics, handful. of class periods. 
and issuec!.,,a Summary Report. · Fre!ihmen may question the 
In this report, it was ' recom- qualifications of t,heii: pro-
mended that the Freshman fessors to teach effectiv~ 
Studies p;ogram be reinstated. writing. when the~r te:3-cher. is 
The Task . Force viewed the from , a field m which 
absence of Freshman Studies as, writing is not necessarily an 
a "defect in the quality of t_he essential skill. However, an ex-
amination of the purposes of 
Freshman Studies will prove 
these objections invalid. 
Michael Hittle, who directed 
the program for the f(rst two 
years after it was reinstated, 
cites the increasing specializa- · 
tion of knowledge as a detri-
ment· to the "common intellec· 
tual heritage" of students. A 
common background of some 
sort was . necessary to give the 
students a basis for intellectual 
conversation. This common 
basis at Lawrence is Freshn°i:an 
Studies, a course which re-
quires all students to read the 
same important '\yorks. 
Another important purpose 
of Freshmen Studies is the 
cultivation of basic reading and 
writing skills. Professor Minoo 
Adenwalla .sees the course as 
· "an attempt to teach students 
to sharpen· analytical and CO!].· 
ceptualskills, and to writewith 
precision and grace." Professor 
William Boardman cites a .trend 
in high schools over the last 
twelve years in which basic 
skills have not been emphasiz· 
ed: He ciaims that students 
entering college do not have the 
ability to follow an abstract 
R.oeber explores legal history, 
· I~ ·his :ne~ly_ tiublished book, 
Faithful · M0;gistrates and 
Republican Lawyers: Creators . 
of Virginia Legal Culture, 
1680-1810, assist!l,nt . professor 
. of History A. Gregg Roeber ex-
amines how a small group of 
professionally trained people 
·R!W .ei:~rcise in~ue~ce - out· of 
.-PIQporJion _ to_ Jts _ nu~8e1::s. 
Published by· the University of 
North Carolina Press in Chapel 
Hill, it is Roeber' s first hook. 
· The book traces the evolution 
of the.legal professio~_from the 
founding of the Jamestown col-
ony in 1607 to the E!arly 19th 
century. In the early days of 
that period, a law prohibited 
lawyers from taking fees, and 
justice was dispensed by lay 
justices, the · "f~ithful 
magistrates" referred to in the 
boo~·s title. In the late 1660s 
the Virginia· House of 
Burgesses passed a _law that 
allowed the colonial governor to 
license lawyers, but its repeal i~ 
1690 left aspiring lawyers with 
no formal way _to. be trained . 
Finally, in 1732, a law was 
passed prescribing examina-
tions for lawyers. This led even-
tually to the practic_e of ~aw by 
prof~ssionals, the '.'._republican 
lawyers" referred· to in the title .. 
in addition to tracing the rise 
of the legal profession and its 
influence, the book also ex-
amines the problem of how to 
justify an elite group in a , 
democratic society. 
Roeber 'holds bachelor's and 
master's degrees : from . the 
University of Denver and the 
master of arts and doctor of 
philosophy from Brown Univer-
sity. He taught ·at Princeton 
University for one year b(lfore 
he· was appointed to · the 
Lawrence faculty in 1979. 
Author Roeber 
... 
. - . . You buy._· We give. 
argument and express it clear-
ly. But if the course is intended 
to .sharpen writing skills, are 
professors from disciplines 
which are relatively isolated 
frorp composition capable of 
teaching students to write? 
..Professor Adenwalla 
responds to this question by 
pointing out that the ideals of 
liberal arts make faculty aware 
that "no matter what our own 
individual discipline, precise 
spefch and clear writing are ex-
Professor Bruce Pourcian 
pected of us all.~' Bruce Pour-
ciau, a math professor who 
heads the Freshman Studies 
program .this year, contends 
th/it the faculty is "uncommon-
ly skilled in what one needs t9 
confront these books-close, 
retentive reading,_ confidence, 
convincing afguments, and 
precise, graceful writing ... " 
Though some may disagree, it 
does seem obvious that the in-
telligent a·nd well-educated 
members of the faculty are, in-
deed, qualified to help freshmen 
improve their writing skills -
no matter what discipline the 
faculty member represents. 
Freshmen Studies also serves 
the major purpose of introduc· 
.ing students to prominent 
ideas-ideas Pourciau labels 
"characteristic expressions of 
Western genius. " A liberal 
education should force students 
to raise questions and make a 
critical analysis when faced 
with a new concept. "It is in-
trinsically good to wrestle with 
forms, '' says Hittle. 
Freshman Studies is an in-
tegral part of Lawrence Univer_-
sity. The importance of precise 
expression is emphasized . 
First-year students are im-
mediately forced to confront 
difficult works-they are 
treated as adults. Most impor-
tantly, freshmen students 
·tackle for the first time the pro-
minent ideas which they will 
confront as they become liberal-
ly educated. 
Qlnnnntatinns 
by Stacey Schmeidel 
Still reeling from the excite-
ment of the New Student Week 
Concert and last week's perfor· 
mances of Ars Musica and Pro-
fessors Levy and Rehl, the Con-
servatory has decided to slow 
down . and catch its collective 
breath this week. Only Mari 
Taniguchi, voice instructor and 
Soprano extra-ordfuaire, dares 
to break the silence. Miss 
Taniguchi will · present the se-
cond of this year's faculty 
recitals this Sunday, october 
11, at 3:00 in Harper Hall. 
Miss Taniguchi will open her 
program with two cantatas by 
J.S. Bach, the Cantata MBV 
209 "Non sa che sia dolore," 
and the Cantata BMV 210 "O 
holder Tag erwun~chte Zeit." 
She will be assisted ·by James 
Grine, flute, and Bruce Wise, 
harpsichord. Miss Taniguchi 
will next perform · from "Des 
Knaben Wunder horn" by 
Gustav Mahler. 
Pianist Steve E ,dmund 
receives the distinction of being 
the only Lawrence student to 
appear in concert this week as 
he accompanies "Miss T" on 
two pieces from I Pastori by 11-
d e brand o Pizzetti. Miss 
Taniguchi and Mr. Edmund 
will then present several songs 
by Russian composers 
Moussorgsky, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Gliere, ' and 
Rachmaninov. Flautist James 
Grine, Clarinetist Geri Otani 
Grine, and Harpsichordist 
Bruce Wise will then join Miss 
Taniguchi to Cfose the program 
(and this week 's sparse calen-
dar of musical acvitivy) with 
Lester · Trimble's Four 
Fragments from the Canter-
bury Tales. Miss Taniguchi 's 
program is intriguing and 
diverse. If you go to only one 
concert this week, make sure 
it's this one! 
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As if-this web of bureaucratic 
confusion is . not" enough, the 
monetary amount of the loan.. 
for which the qualified appli-
cant is eligible depends only 
partially upon financial need. 
The guidelines of this deter· 
mination procedure set forth 
that students with a need of 
from one to Jive hundred dollars 
may receive a loan up to or 
equal to the value of their -need 
while students with need from 
$501 to $1,000 are eligible for a 
loan of up to $1,000. Students 
with need in excess of $1,000 
receive orily up to the 
value of their determined need, 
not to exceed $2,500. 
Barring further revisions, 
these key changes outline the 
structure of the G.S.L. program 
as it will stand for the re· 
mainder of the academic year. 
One can naturally anticipate 
changes in the interest rate cor-
responding to fluctuations in 
the ~tate economy. 
One can only speculate as to 
how much longer the G.S.L. pro-
gram may exist before being 
supplanted by the demand for 
MX missiles. ' 
\'COZY H,A\IR ~1:YLISTj 
1:[i;~:~~11;: ~ 'l Hours: 9 to 6 Tues., Wed ., Fri. J 
s 10.00 for Wash, Cut and Air Form 
l <, s 13.0~ f~r ~ho~ld;r ~~ng.th _an~ ~onger ~ 
I I ~ 330 W. COLLEGE AVE. Phone: 739-0081 i 
·~!~,:I: I:_._~'.! ·! ·1. · ~-!: j Proprietor Lel~h H. Baugnlet I 
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·Native sori GoOdman return: 
after successful '79-shoWing 
Album Review 
Foundi~g Father 
Funks up return 
by Jim Cheng 
Across the arid wasteland of 
popular jazzdom, the rumors 
ran rampant; he died three 
years ago after recording an 
album of country music; no·, 
he's in the studio again, but 
playing disco. Amidst this 
speculation, The Founding 
Father has indeed returned. 
After a self-imposed hiatus of 
seven years, Miles Davis, the 
genius behind fusion music and 
arguably the - most influential 
jazzman of the past two 
decades. is back. 
The return of the Living 
Legent was lauded by publica· 
tions from People to The New 
Yorker and culminated in a per· 
formance at last summer's Kool 
Jazz Festival. Since then, jaz~ 
fans have waited with bated 
breath for further word from 
their messiah. · 
Miles faces a long road back 
to jazz acceptance. Not only 
must he live up to the expecta· 
tions of fickle fans and skep· 
tical critics, he must also over· 
·come · the · aura of l:tls mythic 
past. No, Miles Davis is not 
' 
!I! ; ;l\ \~;_·· 
f.d; l~;, Y' 
>ft·\ 
:i 
. ! ; J 
. i. ,,;}11 
-..- "'""'-'~, .. ::'.'t'.iff t ! * \ ~ '"\ ; 
dead, but it remains to be seen 
_whether he is musically 
healthy. 
Unfortunately, the product of 
this comeback, The Man With 
The Horn (Columbia), provides 
a depressing prognosis. Backed 
?Y an e~thusias tic if somewhat 
mexpenenced young band 
Miles seems content to explor~ 
the funk·rock genre which he 
helped to establish over a 
decade ago. It is ironic that 
Miles ' playing sounds for· 
mulaic here, in view of the fact 
that he was the first to incor· 
porate elements of jazz and 
rock on the landmarf Bitches 
Brew album. . 
. Throughout most of this 
album, the leader displays his 
characteristically understated 
solo style. In the past, Miles ' 
s~rength !ay i1;1 his ability to use 
?IS techmcal limitations in mak· 
1ng · 1 s1mp e yet moving 
statements. Here, however, the 
yout?ful rhythm section fails to 
provide the_ leader with the 
necessary stimulus for sustain· 
ed creativity . 
'.' Fat Time" establishes the 
fun~·rock groove which 
dommates ' the album. The 
leader makes a tentative stat· 
ment on Harmon-muted 
~1ftet before giving way to 
I ~ans ?n soprano sax who 
tnes m vam to enliven this 
rather faceless chart All ,h 
of salva""n thi · opes 
• b' g s tune vanish 
with the entrance of M'k 
Stern, whose indulgent gui~a~ 
solo shows a total lack f . 
feeling Ob · o Jazz 
. v10usly, thoughtful 
improvisation deesn't seem to 
be his concern. 
"Back Seat Betty" is more 
successful. Droning guitar 
chords set up a relaxed tempo 
which showcases more of Miles ' 
distinctive muted soloin.g. 
Evans follows with a well·pacetl 
solo. . · 
A group of · relative 
youngsters spell the Master for 
two tracks which prove to be 
the most disappointing on the 
album. With wunderkind Ran· 
dy Hall on vocals and Vincent 
Wilqurn (Miles' nephew) ori 
drums,. this younger group con· 
tributes some pleasant if totally 
unoriginal funk. Sadly, these 
most uncharacteristic tunes are 
Hkely to bring Miles the 
notoriety he deserves. 
"Shout" is a standard funk 
instrumental with a head which 
could serve as the theme for a 
hip weather forecast on the ' 
Coast. Not bad, but something 
I would expect . from the 
Crusaders, not Miles Davis. · 
With the title track, Miles· is 
guilty of either the most bla· 
tant self-aggrandizement or 
some sort of musical nepotism. 
Opening with was.hes of cymbal 
and synthesizer:, "The Man 
With The Horn" proceeds to 
reinfqrce the Milesian legend 
through maudlin Commodores· 
like lyrics crooned by Randy 
Hall. "He's spent so many 
years I Crying melodies for 
tears I But they 'don't unders· 
tand I W~at makes this man." 
'.fhe listener be forewarned: 
overexposure tQ lyrii;s o( this 
sort can turn one's blood to 
molten sugar.) 
The_ title track aside, side two 
contams Miles' best playing on 
the entire album. On "Aida" 
.and "Ursula," ·the ·Main Man 
still is blessed with con· 
si~erable chops and that un· 
mistakable tone. 
The former tune is in the 
familiar funk mold but contains 
the only head arrangement on 
the album. Marcus Miller's 
J~co·flav?red bass and Sammy 
Figueroa s percolating cong11s 
se~ the stage for an agita.ted 
Miles. In a solo filled with 
squeals and short bursts of 
~ote~, the leader sounds almost 
msp1_red. Evans' soprano solo 
contmues the frantic pace. . 
The alb~m closes with, to 
my ears, its best tra·ck. Miles 
seems to be reassuring himself 
and his public that he can blow. 
.~ut, ala?: it 's too little, too late. 
Ursu_la is the sole nod to jazz 
on t~s album. With Miller's 
walkmg bass line and Al 
Foster's tasteful drumm· 
t~e rhythm section finally ~:~: 
v1des the leader with th 
Path t· e em· e ic support. In this muted 
~olo are flashes of the glory that 
:s t~e Mile of the past. Hopeful-
)'.• Ursula" portends well f 
his future. or 
T:h~ugh·a~y new recording by 
a e ?undmg Father 'is to be 
pprec1_ated, The Man With Th 
Horn 1s b' . . e a 1tter disappoint· 
ment Well M'l b k · ' 1 es, welcome 
w~~}t the fight. Hopefully, it 
b f e another seven years· 
e ore we hear frpm you agaih. 
Steve Goodman may 
epitomize a career in American 
Popular music as much as any 
artist working today. As his 
popularity expanded beyond 
. his original Chicago-area cult 
following, Goodman also grew 
as a singer, songwriter and 
guitarist, through his early af· 
fairs with folk, country, blues 
and . swing to his more 'recent 
move into pure pop and 
celebrative rock 'n' roll. 
On .his new Hot Spot album 
(October 1980), the seventh of 
his decade-long career and his 
fifth as an Asylum artist, Good· 
man achieves a fuller realiza· 
tion of the pop and rock styles 
he began working with on his 
last album, High And Outside, 
released in February 1979. 
Goodman's run began back in 
Chicago, where he was born on 
July 25, 1948. Reflecting his 
down·to earth character, he 
says his upbringing was "nor· 
ma!." He liked rock 'n' roll as a 
youngster, but after picking up 
a guitar for the first time, at age 
13, his hunger for all kinds of 
music became acute. He 
vora"ciously fed on the styles 
anq sounds of Bob Gibson and 
Josh' White, which led him· to 
:...Woody Guthrie, Bob __ Wills, 
, Harik Williams, Big Bill 
Broqnzy, the Sun rockabily ar· 
tists iµid other pioneers of 
distinctly American root-type 
music. 
During his teens, urban blues 
came · into play as he tool? in 
many of the package shows· 
that played, Chicago's Regal 
Theater, featuring James 
Brown, Otis .Redcljng, B.B. 
King, Th~_Miracles ·and Major 
Lance, among others. Later, 
about the time he attended the 
University of Illinois for awhile 
jazz by Benny Goodman (sextet 
and big band), Count Basie, 
Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, 
Art Pepper and others caught · 
his ears. · 
. Incorporating such far-flung 
m_fluences ;md merging tpem 
with the keenly perceptive w,1t, 
go?d h°:m~r and fleet-fingered 
guitar·p1ckiJ).g style that are his 
own gifts, Goodman seon 
developed a style- that set him 
apart from anyone else. By tl).e 
late Sixties_ he was doing club 
dates and concert tours, first in , 
H·ow Can ·we· 
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?34-9997 
and around his Chicago 
hometown and later across the 
country and overseas. , 
Though he emerged from 
Chicago's then-burgeoning folk 
scene, critics found that it 
wasn't so easy pigeonholing 
him as strictly a folk artist. His 
scope and his talent weren ' t 
STEVE G·ooDMAN, shown here in his sparkling 1979 perfor~ance at 
Lawrence, returns to the Memoria~ Chapel tomorcow night at .8:00 p.m·. 
that limited. His audiences 
quickly realized that. 
But he was also a dedicated 
professional; while developi~g 
his art, he wasn't above sup· 
pl~II;ent~':1g his .income by 
wnt1ng Jmgles for radio ads. 
"Maybelline Blushing Eye 
Shadow paid the rent for 
awhile," he cracks. · 
That situation didn't last 
~ong, though. He was perform· 
mg at Chicago's roughhouse 
Earl of Old Town Club in '71 for 
an audience that included Kris 
Kristoffersori and PauI Anka. 
After the two had spread the 
. gospel according to Goodman 
he signed his first lab~l deai' 
with Buddah Records, which 
released his debut Steve Good· 
ma~ _album later that year. The-
LP mcluded the originaJ version 
of _Goodman's classic ode to 
trams and the passing of an era 
"City Of New Orleans" (mad~ 
famou~ in 1972 when Arlo 
G_uthr~e. recorded it). As an 
h1stoncal sidelight, NASA used 
the tune in '72 as.a wake-up call 
~o American astronauts snooz· 
mg on the moon. 
C~itical accolades accom· 
pamed the release of each Good· 
man a_lbum, and the favor he 
and his songs won from his 
. peers was evidenced not only 
by the arti_sts who guested on 
present large fcillowing. I~ addi· 
tion to his own road dates, he's 
performed many gigs with 
Steve Martin over the last emu· 
ple of years. And his ~many 
television· appearances-an en• 
tire "Austin City Limits" hour 
and segments of "Soundstage"· 
for PBS, a Home Box Office 
special ~t~ J~nis Ian and Taj 
Mahal, M1dmght Spe,cial". as 
well as ~alk shows hosted by 
Johnny Carson, Dick Cavett 
David Frost and. Merv Griffin: 
have certainly · he1ped .. 
Characteristically, he'd be the 
la~t to say so, bu_t through it all, 
he s ~arned a reputation as 
something of a culture hero: 
· Go_od.!_Ilan will be bringing his 
special brand of entertainment 
to the Lawrence . Memorial 
Chapel Saturgay; October H>th 
at 8:00 p.m. Me will be fronted 
by Sweet Davey :J's Body Talk, 
a fresh rhy:thJn and blues act 
featuring the vocal talents of 
the gifted Janet Planet. Tickets 
for the concert are- $5.50 and 
$?.00._ All. seats are ·reserved. 
Tickets · are available through 
the_ Lawrence University Box 
Office and Beggar's Tune in 
Appletoz:i . ..:. <?oodman' s ap· 
pearance 1s bemg sponsered J>y 
the Lawrence University 
S!'ecial Events Committee. 
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Rockford under Rolling Stones' thumb 
by Scott Bogue After the warm-up set by a 
.Perhaps nothing better sym· promising new group called the 
bolized the moribund state of Go-Gos, the announcer stepped 
rock music during the late up to the mike and· said, 
Seventies than the Rolling "Rockford! By "the end of 
Stones' coy forays into an ac: tonight you're · going to b~ 
cessible, detached, at -times known as Rock City, U.S.A. / ' 
disco-inflected style which .whereupon the band entered 
· suited itself well to the environs the stage and launched into 
of Studio 54. In relative terms. "Under My Thumb." 
their music wasn't always bad; It goes almost without 
it just wasn 't what one ex- saying that from the beginning 
pected from what had been call- · of t1'e concert · onward, the 
ed THE rock and roll band, the cynosure on stage was Jagger. 
original, ess.ential punkers. . Dressed in football pants and a 
It was with mixed excitement loosely fitting yellow do}Vn 
and trepidation that I went to · jacket, he , immediately 
Rockford, ill. on Oc~. 1 to hear established that he, along with 
the Stones kick off their first the rest of the band, was 
with guitarists Ron ·wood and 
Keith Richards in excellent 
form. 
Richards, ever the leather-
clad reprobate, looked and 
sounqed as good as he had in 
years; wood did more soloing, 
plainable by the subdued 
nature of much of the crowd, 
which at times wasn 't produc-
ing much feedback . The tickets 
to the concert had been 
distributed through · a lottery 
system, and · consequently the 
highlight of the concert, the 
final number, "Jumpin ' Jack 
· Flash." Singing that song, Jag-
ger maniacally leapt and high-
stepped back and forth across 
. the stage, stopping· only to 
sprinkle water sardonically 
, tour in 3 years. "Ta.ttoo You," physically ready for a night of 
their latest album, - seemed to unadulte.J:!ited, hard-driving 
have set a new, or rather old music . . Looking 10 years 
course for them to follow - younger than his · often-noted 
towards the more basic blues· 38, Jagger strutted and mugg- . and was the more active of the crowd was much milder than a 
rock style they've played forso ed his way through a solid ver· two, often traversing the left •typical "Stones" crowd. At one 
long. Stories had circulated sion of the opener. si-de of the -stage. On ~ poi.nt, during "Tumbling Dice;'' 
placing the group in a farm· It was solid, but not out·. "Limousine" both played solos Jagger exhorted the crowd 
house in Massachusetts, train- standing. The band played well, of_ controlled intensity and nearby him to sing along, to no 
ing exclusively for this tour. but Jagger's voice lacked acer· . mature spareness. They also avail. 
Yet, reviews of their first con- tain edge, a bite that clearly enjoyed themselves. All such reticence, however, 
cert, at Philadelphia, had been characterizes his best work. It Of the rest of the band dissolved dur.ing the last half-
kind, but not laudatory·. And, . was as· if hew.as physically, but members, · drummer Charlie hour, when the band erased any 
after all, Mi'ck Jagger ·is no not mentally ready· for the con· Watts, and bassist Bill Wyman, doubts that they couldn 't still 
longer .a plucky ,20-year-old cert. played ably but stoically. hold a crowd in the palms of 
leading a hungry group of musi- Fortunately, that proved no~ .Wyman in particular looked their hands if they wanted to. 
cians fresh off the streets of to be the case, althciugh the something like a disembodied The change began with ~he 
London. first -% of the concert, which hand, spending most of the con- song ·'Start Me . Up. ' ' Crisp, 
over his head before dumping 
the rest of the jug from which 
the water came ovei: th·e crowd. 
At the finish, he and the band 
left the stage to a five-minute 
standing ovation, doing no en-
core. 
The stale set tip at the consisted of most of _the tunes cert by himself on the corner of propulsive drumming, impas-
Rockford Arena~as almost from "Tattoo You" as well as · the stage: Filling put the roster sioned vocals, and clean, power-
primitive. T,liere were no fog: older material like "Time Is On were keyboardists Ian Steward: ful chord~ng - these were the 
machine&, strcih_!! lights or flash . My Side," and "Let It Bleed," - and Iah Mclagen, and veteran Rolling Stones at their best. 
powder chiµ-g'es; :only amps and . was slightly'i.1neven. On "Black - sax-man Lee Evans. The followings songs were 
instruments. Limousine" the band shone, , The unevenness of the band "Honky Tonk Woman" and 
may be · at least partly ex- "Brown Sugar," and · the 
· That they can still play music 
that moves is beyond doubt; 
whether or not they will still 
choose. to is another question. 
In any case, whether or not the 
Rolling Stones again become 
the influential force they once 
were doesn't matter to me, jus t 
as long as they keep on playing 
"J um pin · Jack Flash .. the way 
they did in Rockford. 
I Film Review 
Body ,a ·eat belo~ nor~al 
a depth and control reminiscent 
of the finest work of Robert 
DeNiro, J·ack Nicholson and 
Robert Du Vall. An accomplish-
Fall Term 1981 
Final Exam Schedule _ by. Jeff Wis.ser If you've felt a wave of deja 
vu pass over you .on your way 
past the movie theatres lately, 
not to worry. It's happening all 
over. Since June the movie 
houses have been packing them 
in with tributes £o older and 
nearly forgotten genres like'the 
cliffhanger (" Radiers of the 
Lost Ark), the werewolf film 
(An American Werewolf in Lon-
dqn) and the romantic ·comedy 
(t:ontinental Divide). 
one almost needs a copy of the 
script to unscramble what has · 
happened. . 
The directQr/writer's other 
problem is the lackluster perfor· 
· mance of Kathleen Turner. 
Turner's Matty looks alluring . 
enough, but when she opens her 
mouth to speak, she reveals an 
almost complete lack of pas-
sion. Hence the treacherously 
seductive -femme fatale comes 
across as little more than an af· 
fluent, bored housewife. 
Kasdan does~however, get an 
outstanding performance from 
· his lead, Willian Hurt. Hurt's 
performances as Racine shows 
ed stage actor, Hurt has made Class Meeting Final Exam 
an amazingly smooth transition Time Time 
to· the subtleties to film acting. Wednesday, December 9 1:30 MWF 8:30 a.m. 
But it is · the direction of 9:50 MWF 1:30 p .m. 
Kasdan and the Thursday, December 10 12:30 TT 8:30 a.m. 
cinematography of Richard 11:10 MWF 1:30 p.m . 
Kline which steal the show. Friday, December 11 8:30 MWF 8:30 a .m . 
Kasdan and Kline have infused 8:00/9:00 TT 1:30 p.m. 
into their motion picture a tex- Saturday; December 12 2:50 MWF 8:30 a .m . 
ture and atmosphere that gives 2 o TT 
added dimension to the word :3 l :30 p .m . 
• The last meeting of the Committee on Administration before the fin al 
"steamy." Together they paint exam period is December 3. Therefore. all petitions to change fin al exa m 
the screen with a lushness times are to be submitted by December 2. Petitions to change fin al exam 
equal~ to that of Polanski's times for travel purposes will not be approved. Students are to arrange 
Chinatown. We can so sen- travel plans around the final exam period_. 
suously feel the heat emanating a.--------------------------• from the screen that as Ned and 
Matty perspire through the 
steamy Florida nights, we 
sweat along. You don't just see 
and hear this film; you can 
smell and taste it too. 
Though Kasdan has yet to· 
establish himself as a very 
original filmwright' he has pro-
ven once again with Body Heat 
that he ·can recreate an earlier 
genr_e with a passionate intensi-
ty. And though he has yet to 
truly equal· the work of his in-
flue.n_tial predecessors, he can 
, No less familiar is Body Heat, · 
Lawrence · Ka'Sdan' s sentimen-
tal j~urney back to the film noir 
of James M. Cain. It's .a mar-
riage made in heaven, this mat-
ching of -Kasdan and· Cain. At 
least ~>n paper. Kasdan hail 
made a fortune of late, -recycl-
ing the old standards into 
Raiders, Divide and The EJQ-
pire Strikes Back. Cain is 
responsible for such successful 
steamy potbo1ler novels and · 
films .as Double Indemnity and 
The Postman Always Rings 
Twice. Although Kasdan .makes 
a valiant effort (his work here is 
cert'ail1ly more credible than 
Bob Rafelson 's in his sloppy 
remake_of Postman), there are, 
nevertheless, .certain problems 
with his film .- DIRECTOR KASDAN with his often give his audience a plea· leading man. sant feeling of deJa vu. 
.... 
f/u,e' HEY! ' ~ / WE WANT youR busiNESS! 
iZl'aee UsE ouR GLASSES · BuT ••• 
. \\'.bile Ka.sdan does a superb 
Joh m this, his directorial debut, 
he still cannot overcome the 
weak points of his own script; 
the · story of Ned · Racine and 
qow he comes to seduce Matty 
Walker, plotting with her to 
murder her husband and share 
her too-tempting inheritance. 
Body Heat moves along too . 
smoothly throughout its first 
hour and a half. After this,' 
however, the film gets bogged 
down. Kasdan details well the 
steamy fove affair of his -prin• 
ciples and the subs.equent 
?1urder, but when he gets to the 
mvestigation and legal coon-
plications his pace slows to the 
point of tedium. And after lull-
ing his audience, Kasdan 
resolves his plot with such a 
rapid succession of events that 
LEA VE Th EM hERE! ! 
. 223 E. College Ave., 
- Appleton. 
Wisconsin 
. 
. ' 
... 
J . 
THANKS · 
9mt ff{ufew 
..... 
OPEN: 11 a.m . . 1:30 a.m. Daily 
We deliuer:6:00 p.m. · Midn ite 
734-3536 
726 W. College Ave., Appleton 
' 
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News in Briefs 
CAIRO, Oct. 6-The man most likely to succee~ Anwar~el-
Sadat as President of Egypt is Vice President Hosru Mubarak, 
Mr. Sadat's ptotege and closest adviser. 
In the temporary Government declared Wednes~iiY by ~c-
ting President Sufi Abu Taleb, Speaker of the Egyptian Parlia-
ment. Mr. Mubarak retains crucial control of the armed forces 
and is authorized to issue presidential decrees. . 
Since his appointment as Vice President by Mr. Sada~ in 
April 1975, Mr. Mubarak.has presided over-.the weekly Cabinet 
meetings, run the presidential office and_ attended mos~ of Mr. 
Sadat's international discussions on Middle East pohcy . He 
controls the intelligence services and Egypt's.rearma_ment pr?· 
gram and is secretary general of the ruling National Democratic 
Party. 
*** 
LISBURN, Northern Ireland, Oct. 1-The British Army 's 
role in maintaining order in Northern Ireland has decreased 
significantly both in the numbers involved and in the inissio~s 
assigned, while the Royal Ulster Constabula,ry has assumed in-
creased responsibility for security. 
Senior officers and civilian officials at gen~ral headquarters 
here, however, warn that if the British ever leave-a~ many 
Irish nationalists demand-something "close to civil war," as 
one official put it, would break out between Roman Catholics 
and Protestants, with the former better armed and the latter 
numerically superior. 
There were 22,000 British troops in Northern Ireland in 
1972. Today the number has dropped to 10,700 because; one 
analyst explained, the trend in Irish Republican Army tactics 
" is away from riots to selecti\ie killipgs of security force person-
nel," chiefly members of the constabulary. 
*** 
MOSCOW, Oct: 6 (AP)-The Communist Party newspaper 
Pravda warned Wednesday that the Soviet Union would have 
to take steps to guarantee a balance between East and West in 
nuclear weapons in Europe if arms talks with the United Slates 
next month were marked by bad faith. . 
The commentary seemed to imply that the Soviet Union 
would increase its nuclear arsenal in Europe if the Unit~d 
States, despite the talks, proceeded with plans to modernize 
allied nuclear missiles on the Continent. The talks are to start 
Nov. 30 in Geneva. 
*** NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 6 (UPI)-The leader of a plot to 
overthrow the Government of Dominica testified Wednesday he 
had persuaded members of a religious cult not to stage a blood-
bath on the tiny Caribbean island. 
The plot leader, Michael Perdue, testifying in the trial of 
two Americans accused of underwriting the operatjon, said 
members of the Rastafarian sect had tried to use his revolution 
for wholesale murder. ,, 
"The Rastafarians wanted to execute all the police, all the 
ministers and the Prime Minister," Mr. Perdue said. 
Mr. Perdue said he wanted a bloodless coup to oust Prime 
Minister Mary Eugenia Charles, whose Government, he 
asserted, persecuted the Rastafarians, and replace her with a 
former Prime Minister. "Our plans were to arrest her and put 
her on a plane and get her out of the country," Mr. Perdue said. 
M.r. Perdue is serving three years in Federal prison after 
pleading guilty to conspiracy in the Domintca plot. 
*** 
EL PASO, Oct. 6 (AP)-Gov. William Clements says he will 
open a special border office here next month to encourage rela-
tionships between Mexico and the United States. 
Mr. Clements said yesterday that he expected the office to 
promote plant development and international bridges on the 
2,000-mile Texas-Mexico border. 
The Governor's Office of Regional Development will super-
vise the El Paso border office. -
Mr. Clements is unsure whom he will appoint to head the 
two-n:iember staff. "But we will open an office here by Nov. l," 
he said at the Border Governor Conference here. 
Mr. Clements said that the Governor's o ·mce of Regional 
Development would pay most of the $60,000 annual cost. 
*** 
WASHINGTON, Oct. 6 (AP)-A Reagan Administration 
official has a~vocated that joint action by both houses of Con-
gress be required if a state's refusal to accept a high-level 
puclear waste site is to be upheld. 
. Shelby T. ~rewer, an assistant secretary for nuclear energy 
in the Department of Energy, told a House -subcommittee 
yeste,rda_r that such an_ app:oval process .would guarantee a 
state s right to offer advice without disrupting national plans to 
store spent nuclear fuel. · 
Meanwhile, the. National Governors Association sought 
another process, telling _a Senate hearing that a state refusal to 
· accept a nuclear waste site should be final unless vetoed b b th 
houses. Y o 
Mr. Brewer spoke at a h~aring of the House subcommittee 
on Energy Research a nd Production, which is considering bills 
to create permanent disposal sites for high-level waste. 
The propos.als ~oul_d allow a single house of Congress to 
back up a states obJection to a nuclear waste dump If th 
tf~sdt was up~eld, the Department of Energy would be forcf!;t:o· 
m a new site. 
Campa~ in Bri 
Photographs taken i~ 
People's Republic of Chin.a by 
Neil Newman, of Omro, w~ be 
L----.....::::..------....,on exhibit at Lawrence Uruver· 
the - On Monday, October X 
yourself a study break 
name of culture! On t 
the famed Commedia 
Co. out of Minneapolis 
nesota, wi}_l be perf9 
FREE for Larry U stud 
Colman Dining Halli In 
M'onday's all-dormit~ry 
voting resulted in a resounding 
defeat for the open door policy. 
Six out of the seven dorms w~ll 
now be locked between the 
hours of 1:00 and 7:00 a.m., 
with only Brokaw still feeling 
secure. 
··-. The Lawrence University 
Community Council _will be 
holding its elections on Mon-
day, the 13th of Octobe:. 
Students will vote in the1r 
residence halls from 10:00 a.m. 
to 2:00 p.m. For those students 
in fraternity houses or housed 
off-campus, voting will be done 
in Jason Downer Commons. If 
~ou are interested in running 
for the position of an LUCC 
representative, contact Andy 
Burnett, Polling Elections 
Committee, ext. 6888 for more 
information. ,,, 
The main obligation of 
anyone elected to LUCC will be 
to voice the opinion of their con-
stituency, the student body. 
And because LUCC very direct-
ly influences nonacademic, non- . 
curricular de<;isions, decisions 
on housing, social activities, 
honor codes, and such, it is to 
your benefit to find out who the 
candidates are that will be 
rep_resenting your thoughts on 
such issues. 
DON'T FORGET to get your 
ticket for Dinner The11,tre on Mon-
day, October 19. Available now at 
t he box office at the Con_ · 
!RENE-Our home is supposed 
to be our castle. How does_. early 
gothic with chartreuse drapery 
sound? Torte 
A QUOTE to ~emember: "Ltm 
and Lm_'-'-'--t'_' -----'------- -
WHICH OF THE following does 
not fit? 
a) Steel signs 
b) profusion 
c) abundance 
d) dearth 
OLSOl'.'J, WELLS. Schwartz. Eg-
gen. Troupe and Drill, REPENT! 
Thomas 
THE BEST WAY to spruce up a 
meal at Downer on a Monday is to 
attend Colman Dinner 
Theatre-See you on the 19th! 
B.B. CLUJ;l-It's ten p.m. Do yo; 
know where your members are? 
DRILL. SNAKE, Olson and 
Thomas- This is the. cold and flu 
season. 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK - We 
have been experiencing Rugby or ' 
t he mind. Thomas and Olson 
BEER! BEEH! BEER! Free! 
Free! And no cav it ies! Party. Delt 
House. Sat. 10:30 
THE STONES will not appear-;t 
t~~ ~ lt Part . 10:30, SAT. 
IS IS- Sillier ,is better. 
___________ .s:_ F. Kane 
. HEGGIE - She who laughs la st 
lau hs bes t . 
A FLOWERED CAP was taken 
from my head at the Phi Delt hou se 
on Saturday night. I want ·it back. 
Please. Heward. Contact Maureen. 
e~t . 6863.· 
sity's Worcester Art Center un· 
ti! Oct. 18. 
Newman, an engineer and 
free-lance photographer, , tO?k 
the color and black-and-white 
photos during a month-long· 
visit to China in the summer of 
1980. In rural areas, he was the 
first Westerner seen by many of 
the people he visited and 
photographed. 
The exhibit, entitled "Eternal 
China Today, " provides an in· 
timate glimpse of the people of 
one of the world 's largest coun-
tries from the Great Wall to 
scentr of laborers using old 
techniques in a new age, the 
hustle of bicycles and two-
wheel carts, life on the water, 
street scenes, and other ac-
tivities in China's mainstream 
of life. 
LUCC and the office of Cam-
pus Life will be sponsoring a . 
leadership workshop for all 
organization chiefs on Sunday, · 
October .18. There will be two 
sessions - the first held in 
Riverview Lounge between 
10:00 and 12:00 a .m., and the 
second in the Downer Gold 
Room after luncheon at 1:00. 
The conferences are not only ex-
pected to be beneficial to all, 
but to help out everyone who 
attends. 
··-·-Q. What is it called when 40 men 
run with the BIG DOGS? ' 
Q. You didn ·task for it, you don ·t 
want it. but it happens every year. 
What is it? 
Q. What is the last bastion of 
male chauvinism? 
Q. How do you spell immoral. in-
dignant. unethical and obnoxious? 
A. SHOT IN THE DARK 
(coming to a block near you) 
LaCROSSE-All those in-
terested in ordering lacrosse equip-
ment should attend a meeting in 
the coffeehouse on Sunday at 7:00, 
or contact Dave Brinton, x6786_ · 
BE A PART OF THE " new 
look' ~ of t he coffeehouse, submit a 
mural design. We've got plenty of 
blank space that 's in need of- stu-
dent creativity and old, physical 
plant, lead-based paint. Send your 
design to either Ann Kohl. 403 
Brokaw, or Julie Thome, 421 Sage. 
The Coffeehouse committee will 
se lect designs and provide a crew 
to help paint. The deadline for 
these designs is October 30. 
DONNA GRESSER-You 
traitor you, we were a ·team! 
Thanks a lot!.Practice your wave! -· 
S.Q.- ·1 lied! Who would ever 
wear a brown leather dress a-nd 
ora nge fishnet stockings at age 
seven! 
THE DERELICT-Climbed Big 
Ben et? 
FRED- Y.A jerk! One ·rn-;;-i=; week 
and T.L. is beat! Ha! Ha! Ha! 
- WH-0- ARE THOSE \~Id wom-;;, 
in 401 S~e? _________ _ 
WILL THE LAMBERTON 
~o_b_i'!l ~t,:i~ again'L_ __ - --~ 
CATHY-The whole dorm is go-
in to hall. Sarah 
SUE - Here's to rain-soaked 
togas and generic Tang. 
-Shrunken Feet 
SZWEDA-All the best on your 
wedding day! · Coach 
tion to your daily 
Delight (?!) you can e 
the thrills, chills, exci 
and romance of theater 
media - de! arte style. 
show, COMMEDIA, AL 
includes some of the 
uproarious, classic elemen 
comedy ever invented. Com 
a woman, who just hap 
be the first female may 
Naples, who is in love with 
daughter 's fiancee, with ad 
a little slapstick, two clo 
servants and a long lost rela 
and you wind up with the 
way to spend a Monday · 
since the. invention of the tel 
sion. 
In addition to their pen 
mance here, the talented peo 
who are the Commedia Thea 
Co. have graciously offered 
give four ,workshops-all 
which are open to the en · 
Lawrence Community fo 
FREE! There are workshop 
available in st.age movemen 
juggling, improvisation an 
stage· combat. C?ll extension 
· 6747 or 6876-andask for Che 
if you would, like mqre informa 
tion and/or-a reservation at an 
or all of ·these clinics. 
This performance is the firs 
of several dinner theat~e _even 
ings t'o come. Sponsored· by th~ 
Performing Arts Council, t 
series this year promises to 
an exciting one. Entitled "I 
nov.ative -Theatric Styles",, 
ITS (Yes, THAT is what IT 
stands for!), the seriesJocus 
on atypical dramatic peri 
mance styles. Future peri 
mances will feature Sidesho 
returning for an encore peri 
mance on January 18, - t 
Milw~ukee Chamber Th~ 
(sponsored by the ASAA 
and arranged through the A 
on February 22 and the 
dependent Eye Co. on April l 
Tickets for . next Mon 
night's Dinner Th_eater peri 
mance are available NOW 
the Box. Office in your 1 
Conservatory of Music 
.Prama.· All you have to do 
show the charming window 
tendant your L. U.I.D. and yo 
Food Face and he/she will • 
y.ou your very own ticki 
FRE-E.! 
Don't miss• this theatric 
travaganza-make yo 
workshop reservations and 
your -ticket TODAY! 
I 'VE BEEN FEELING like 
machine and baby, that ain't 
wa for a man-to feel. . . s 
WHERE IS ALL the excitem 
happening on the 24th? At 
Brawl at the Phi Tau · house, 
course! · ' 
DEAR ROAR-Now why w 
you want to keep such a nice 
secret? The Old S ict1 
SEE THE UNDERGROUN 
Paris as never seen ' before! W 
the ' 24th of October down on y 
calendars for LeBrawl, 9 .m. 
DEE THANKS, from me 
1:igger too. -
HEY. Wh!lt·s 'yer red·t 
have ou installed a chain t 
COME AND LEARN all 
wanted to know about the tu 
o!_ Le Brawl but were afraid to 
, ' DEAR ,ROAR-This . y 
leave my room unlocked. H 
have better hick. 
308 E~st College Avenue 
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911 
414-734-1969' 
' ' 1 
'I Sports by Spoon Last Saturday, the third of Octo?er, the Carlton soccer 
t~am came down to Whiting • 
Field and humiliated our boys 
by a score which is painful to 
r~veal; 6 to zero. 
B Ooter • R • Though the score does· not , . s rip. 1po n suppor~ such a claim, Carlton was not as good as they have· 
• by Lizard & Co. · · .. · been in the last few years, being 
The Lawrence Women 's Soc· .somewhat slower and less skill-
cer team began their season ed. Lawrence took advantage of 
with a ripping good start by )that weakness, but only for the 
defeating the Ripon squad 5-0. first 45 minutes. As the teams 
Under the energetic eye of 1st , ate their oranges at the half, the 
year coach Curt Barnes ("you RUNAWAY VICTORY score was only l·O. Osei Poku 
guys , want , to do another the shut-out. Secm;id half goals had scored the go!il. Unfor-
lap??"), the up and coming half -were scored ,by Kate " Sp~z" t1'nately he scored for -Carlton 
of the Lawrence soccer world Spath, Carol "Read" Arnosti as while attempting a ci(l.aring 
looked impressive despite the well as two more by "We _ kick. lri the-second half, Carlton 
lack of practice time and the in- Want" Moore to give her the took over the show, scoring five 
experience of some of the hat trick. Go Kate! goal~, while Lawrence was 
players. , The shut-out was shared by lucky tO' get a shot at the op· Lea 'by forward striker Kate Jill " the Thrill" Manuel and ponents ' net. ' . 
"We Want" Moore, ."the Viket- Sandy "Shades" Goldhamer The Vikings had two im· 
tes-.jumped to a 1-0 lead i11, the who contributed both in the mediately identifiable problems 
opening minutes of the centest. cage and on the field. The Thrill during the morning. First, they 
Altliough Lawrence occupied also contributed to the contest only took 'seven shots 'in 1 Y2 
the-opposing side of the field by injuring a member ot'- her hours of play. Second, keeper 
(which, incit;l.ently, 'was in part own team. Fortunately, no syr- Scott Stevenson went down 
an attractive baseball diamond)' · inge was needed and play with a serious thigh injury ear-
for th_e remainder of the 1st resumed. A dynamic defense ly in the second hallf of the game 
half, Ripon held on and it was lll}d one fan, the bus driver, after a strong performance. 
1:.:0 at the intermission. These- helped spur the Viking Women Doug Grover and Peter Mon-
cond pe_riod proved more pro- on to success. This Saforday, tross split the remaining time, 
ductive as the Viking Women come cheer on the team as they ' allowing foµr goals between 
tallied four more goals while face Beloit at the Gym at 11:00. ·' them. It is difficult for a 
holding the Ripon team to earn Be there or be square! goalkeeper to enter a game, 
especially one whose team is 
already losing. Substituting in 
a t~d is virtually unheard of. Trimble: back in. exlle 
by Scrapper 
The Lawrence University 
cross country team narrowly 
missed, grabbing its first major 
invitational -_,ictory (in ten 
years?) last ·week at UW-
Sheboygan. 
The Vike runners were forced 
to settle for second place as St . . · 
Norberts - a cross -country 
powerhouse ..:.... outpaced them 
by a mere five points. . 
Kent Allen, Mitch Katten 
and Gregg ,Pelnar were the 
Vike's .top finishers, placing 
5th, 10th and 11th place respec-
tively, The crucial fourth and 
fifth runner positions were fill-
·ed by BJll .T,horman (13,th) and 
Joe Ahmad (14'th). · -
Though the team's perfor-
mance was impressive, - the 
meet was a disappointment. 
"We're· better •than these 
(deleted) St. Norberts' runners 
and they know it!" fumed 
freshman standout Greg 
Pelnar. Indeed, the Yikes 
trounced St. Norberts less than 
two we~ks ago. 
What happened?- As in most 
sports there are good days and 
bad days. It was a bad day for 
Tedd "Studd Muffin " 
Hausmann. His intensive study 
of Faulkner"$ . classic work 
drained him both physically 
and eI?otionally for the big 
race. , 
· W. Bill Thorman, however, 
had a great day.' He pulled up 
. the slack and kept_the Yikes in 
the running - so to· speak. In 
fact, he. ran so well race of-
ficials asked Bill for a urine test 
to check for drugs. , 
Revenge. The Yikes wj\l get 
another chance against St. 
Norberts this Saturgay at the 
Golf Starts 
f 
The LU golf team rolled out 
of their beds and into the rented' 
Stumpf Ford van to-journey to 
the UW-Parkside Invitational 
at 5:45 a.m. last Friday. Short 
one player, the team played to 
~n.excellent 6 man score. Chuck 
~ m a prep and proud if it" 1 
Sidles. agai!1 led the team, tying 
for third medalist for the entire 
tournament. This Friday the 
team closes its season with its 
· 
0
0
· wn invitational held at Chaska 
olf Course. • 
i 
' !, 
. NOTTRIMBLE 
prestigious Beloit Invitational. 
Revenge will be sweet. 
While the men 's cross coun-
try team was dreaming of glory, 
the women' s team realized it. 
They captured second place at 
the UW-Oshkosh Invitational. WEATHERALL weathers all. 
Kate · Leventhal rim, swam 
and dog-paddled her way to a 
second-place individual finish 
on the challenging course. Carol 
Krasin· and freshmen greats 
Margaret Szweda and Karin 
Jensen were instrument in the 
second place finish. 
Once again, Lawrence was set 
back by frustrating injuries to 
Kirk Ryan and Frank Meier, 
each of whom saw limited ac· 
tion. Forwards Chuck Esler, 
Mike Razor, Rich Sasewick and 
Doug Westphal kept admirable 
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO 
FIND OUT WHAT SERVICES, 
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND 
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO 
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL: · 
~huck Keller or Randy Daul 
x6.8~2 3rd Floor Plantz 
• • 
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ESLER 'oN THE MOVE 
pressure on the Carlton 
defense, but were not adequate-
ly supported by the Lawrence 
midfield. 
The Vikings seemed to tire in · 
the second half, though the loss 
of energy can be partly at-
tributed to the shelling the 
team was taking. It is usually 
easier to run when you are win-
ning. 
The loss was an unpleasant 
surprise to the team and pro-
bably surprised Carlton as well, 
since_ they have . had a tough 
time with Lawrence in the past. 
It was our team's third lqss in. 
as many games; our second in 
Conferenre competition. 
The fourth loss was ex· 
perienced down at UW-
Parkside on Wednesday. They 
outsco.!:!!d us 4·0. But Parkside, 
it is important to note, is a divi· 
sion I team, one of the best ·in 
the midwest. They had been 
playing since August 6th and 
their play reflected those weeks 
of practice. 
Starters Esler and Westphal 
were camping in the Wisconsin 
flora with Doc Moravalo. Ryan 
and Meier were still healing. 
Santaga was playing his sax 
again. Doug Grover tended goal 
and was barraged. Lawrence 
played some fine defense but 
played no offense. The mid· 
fielders seemed to vanish when 
th,e ball came their way. Mark 
Washburn and Osei Poker con· 
tin.ued to play tenacious 
defense, despite the absence of 
their fans, and defenseman 
Kurt Laumann played a tough 
game as well. Unfortunately 
Lawrence could not keep the 
ball.out of their own end. A lack 
of passing was the reason. But 
it was a gallant effort against 
large odds. 
The team sees the trip to 
Beloit on Friday as the turning 
point of the season. On Satur-
day Lawrence hosts UW-Green 
Bays ' J .V. , a tough but close 
match up. 
Player of tile -week 
The Bus Stops Here 
Hiroshima. Nagasaki . Three Mile Island. The spiraling 
arms race and Orwellian prophecies of impending doom. 
With the imminent threat of mankind's destruction looming 
impressively on the sordid horizon of history, it is most com-
forting to observe Lawrence's recently added College Ave. 
fallout shelter, innocently disguised as a regular bus stop. 
The university 's attempt to shelter its endangered students 
from the threat of nuclear fallout ~hbuld be applauded as a 
welcome shift from blissful naivete to pragmatic realism. It 
is only appropriate that we h.ave built_ our ship. of death , 
when the voyage of oblivion awaits us. 
by Malibu 
The Viking football team fac-
ed their toughest test of the 
season last Saturday and pass-
ed with flying colors, destroy-
ing a strong Coe College squad 
by a 41-6 score. The victory 
marked coach Ron Roberts ' 
100th career win and placed the 
Yikes. on top of the Midwest 
Conference race with · a 3-0 
record. They are 4-0 overall. 
The lopsided score was 
misleading, though,, for the Vik-
ings could only manage_ a 7-6 
.margin at hal_ftime. Lawrence 
started off the scoring wit~ 6:59 
to go in the first quarter on a 
55-yd. touchdown pass froin 
Dean Walsh to Pat Schwanke. 
Kraig Kreuger 's extra point. 
ensuing play. The extra point 
attempt, however, proved to be · 
outside the range of freshman 
kicker Jeff Valentine, and the 
Yikes· went to the locker room 
at ' the half clinging to a 
precario{is 1-point lead. . 
When play resumed in the se-
cond half, the Kohawks looked 
like they would pick up where 
they had left off. Sparked by a 
56-yard Atwater to Marshall 
· pass, the Coe offense advanced 
the ball· all the way to the 
Lawrence 4-yard line. At this 
point, however, the Viki_ng 
defense jelled and Valentme 
was called on once again, this 
time to attend the go-ahead 
field goal from 21 yards away. 
· When his kick went wide to the 
REPPERT rewrites record book. 
By now almost everrone in two Division II rusher, Scott's 
Division III football knows the performance should vault h_im 
name of Scott Reppert, last into the number one slot this 
year's national rushing leader week. At his current pace, Rep-
and Lawrence 's star tailback. pert shoulc! finish the season 
Last week Reppert did it again, with over 1500 yards, easily a 
running for 252 yards in 39 car- new LU single season record. 
ries. a new Lawrence single- This week Reppert, who needs 
game record. A Kodak Little only 15 more yards, is sure to 
All-American last year, Reppert break the Lawrence career 
is once again on his way .to an rushing . mark, which was set 
outstanding season, averaging just two years ago by Bruce 
6.2 yards per carry and ' 167.5 Barkwill . Congratulations, 
yards per game. Entering lasj; Scott, and keep on rolling. 
Saturday's game as the number 
made the score 7-0. In the se-
cond period, however, . the 
Kohawks ·got back into the 
game in a rather unorthodox 
manner. From punt formation 
on fourth and 8 on the 
Lawrence 48, the snap went to 
blocking Paul Wagner, who 
rambled through the dazed 
Lawrence defense for 20 yards 
and a first down at the 28-yard 
line. A couple of plays later, Coe 
quarterback Larry Atwater 
found All-Conference wide 
receiver Tom Marshall open 
near the sideline, and after 
Marshall convinced the referee 
that he had indeed made the 
catch inbounds, Coe had a first 
down at the Viking 4. R~nning 
back Kelly Evens scored on the 
right the Iowa team waved 
good-bye to their last oppor-
tunity to take the lead, because 
from then on the· Lawrence of-
fense, led by tailback · Scott 
Reppert, dominated them in-
side and out. · 
The Viking onslaught began 
on the next series. With the 
help of a pass- interference call 
and some fancy running by 
Walsh and Reppert, the Vikes 
moved from their 20-yard line 
to the Coe 25-yard line without 
too much trouble. From there 
Reppert bolted 25 yards off 
tackle and into the end zone to 
·give the _Lawrentians a more 
,comfortable 13-6 lead. 
Kreuger's extra point made it 
14-6. 
Midw~st Matchup 
BELOIT (2-2) 
vs. 
LAWRENCE (4-0) · 
Kickoff-1:30 p.m. Saturday 
Tickets-Available at gate 
Radio- WLFM 91.5 FM 
Appleton Line-Vikings by 17 
Skinner's Pick-Yikes by 15 
Key lnjuries-Lawrence: Neil Hersh 
linebacker, knee, (out for season): 
Gene Boyle, Defensive Tackle 
ank le (probable). Beloit: None. · 
What. to Watch-Beloit 320 lb. off-
ensive guard Charles Alexander 
vs. L.u,:s Ron Reising (no. 66), 
Sam Levin (no. 60), and Bill Spree-
man (no. 44). Second team All-
Amenca_n Graham Satherlie (no.5) 
vs. Beloit SE J oe Trasser lno. 42 ); 
Belmt fullback Jlon Pearson (no 
32) vs. entire L.U. defense; Law: 
rence offensive machine vs. Beloit 
defense. 
· Notes of Special Interest-Watch 
for no. 5, Graham Satherlie, who 
needs only two more interceptions 
for L. U. career record. Beloit is a 
big team, and is looking at· lhi"s 
as ~he most . unportant game of 
t ~e1~ season, should be a. hard-
h1tt10g affair. 
grind .out a 12-play; 7?-yard 
drive that culminated in a 
14-yard Walsh to Schwanke 
pass. 
The fourth quarter saw more 
of the same as Reppert, who 
went on to break the school 
single game rushing record 
with 252 yarp.s in 39 carries, ran 
over and around the Kohawk 
defense, scoring on a 5-yard run 
and setting up a 9-yan;! pass 
from Walsh to Jeff Ropella. 
John Streibech rounded out the 
scoring for Lawrence with a 
1-yard run late in the game. _ 
Outstanding individual per- · 
formances were a key for the 
Vikings, as well ·as being able to 
shut down .. Coe's powerful of-
fense. Pat Schwanke and Dean 
Walsh were the stars of the Vik-
ing aerial attack as Walsh com-
Netters win 
by A. Joint Effort 
Last weekend the LU Netters 
traveled to Galesburg, Ill. for 
the annual ACM tournament. 
Nine teams competed, with 
Lawrence placing fourth only 
one point behind third place 
Grine!!. Freshman E ll e n 
O'Laughlin at No. 5 singles ad-
vanced to the finals but lost to a 
Lake Forest player whose team 
placed · first in the · tourney. 
Bofh Heidi Berres at No. 1 and 
Alison Warcup at No. 2 won in 
their consolation finals. 
On Monday LU hosted U.W. 
Green Bay. Wanting revenge 
af_ter last year's 5-4 loss, the 
V1kettes won the meet by the 
same score, 5-4. · . 
The sun was shining on 
Wednesday when LU took on 
the tough ~ipon t~am. Aft~r 
the complet10n of the singles ' 
matches .it was a 3-3 tie and 
with this in mind the do~bles 
te~ms . of Heidi Berres and 
Alison Warcup, Jessie Olson 
a~d Susi~ Laurie, and Ellen 
0 Laughlin and Michelle Bar-
nardi proceeded_ to sweep the 
team to victory, 6-3. Coach 
Pouls?n was so . pleased with 
. t~e victory that .she . took her ' 
~mners out "tor dihner. Display-
mg ~er unadq!_terated joy she . 
exclaimed, "We ·couldn't have 
done it without the fan support. 
Thank-you very uch". , 
QUOTE OF THE ,WEEK 
We are a regional schqol of na_tional stature. 
· -:-,President Rik We 
- · 
L.B.J. 
is pleased to announce the 
appointment of the 
MiJler Re.presentative.for 
-1.a~rence Univer~1ty. 
CHRIS B. MITCHEL 
Call your Miller Campus repres~nt·ative to find 
- out w_hat important services: equipment7"ideas 
and fine products we have to help make your 
party or event a very successfu·r OAe. 
ll!i~e. ,.~ (l}-fil):•l; -.. ·. · ' \\\ .. ~ ·. -
For more information phone 735 8788 . I 
- • on campus 
'<,;11978 Miller Brewing Co M 1 · 
. . , waukae. WI U.S.A. Btewers ol !,11Uer Hrgb Uhl. Ubl, 
